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1. INTRODUCTION 
0.0. The purpose of this paper is to provide analogs for certain rela- 
tively free groups of some well-known theorems about absolutely free 
groups. 
O. 1. The first of these involves the theorem, of O. Schreier [1], that a 
non-trivial normal subgroup of an absolutely free group of finite rank is 
finitely generated if and only if it is of finite index. As a first approxima- 
tion to Schreier's theorem we shall prove, in Section 1, Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let U and yd be varieties of groups and let G be a non- 
cyclic free group in lIyd. Let V(G) denote the (unique) minimal sub- 
group of G such that G/V(G) lies in Yd. Suppose that N is a non-trivial 
normal subgroup of G such that G/V(G)N is infinite. Then N is not finitely 
generated. 
It does not seem easy to improve on Theorem 1. In fact there is no 
complete analog of Schreier's theorem even for the free groups of prod- 
uct varieties. For example, suppose that G is the free metabelian 
group on a and b. Let N be the normal closure of a 2 and b 2. Then it is 
not difficult to show that G/N is the infinite dihedral group. However, 
as we see from Theorem 1' below, N is finitely generated. 
To each metabelian variety one can associate an integer, termed its 
* The author is a Sloan Fellow. 
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index (see Section 1). The index of a variety which is not locally poly- 
cyclic is non-negative. This notion of index allows us to prove the follow- 
ing pleasing counterpart (also in Section 1) of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 1'. Let 9J/be a variety of metabelian groups which is not locally 
polycyclic. Then a normal subgroup N of a finitely generated, non-cyclic 
free group G in flJl is finitely generated if and only if either 
G/NG' < 0% 
or else 
N < gp(gk l g ~ G'), 
where k is the index of ~ (here G' is the derived group of G). 
Theorem 1' suggests that, if G is a free group of finite rank in some 
product variety 1I ~8, and if N is a normal subgroup of G such that 
~/V(C)N < ~,  
then N is finitely generated. This is not the case, however. For let 
be the variety of all abelian groups. So 9I 3 ---- sKOl is the variety of all 
metabelian groups. Let G be the free group in ~2~ on a and b and let N 
be the normal closure of a s, b 2. Then 
G/G'N < c~o. 
But ~9 I  ----- ~2  and, as we noted above, 
G/G"N is infinite. 
Consequently Theorem 1 applies and N is not finitely generated. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is facilitated by using the connection between 
the free groups in l I~ and wreath products (see, e.g., [2]). 
To prove Theorem 1' we need a result which seems to be of interest 
for its own sake, as well as a combinatorial result involving commutators. 
This will be explained fully in Section 1. 
Some other variations of Schreier's theorem are contained in [13], 
[14] and [15]. 
0.2. Our next concern, in Section 2, is with some analogs of a theorem 
of A. G. Howson [3], which asserts that the intersection of two finitely 
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generated subgroups of an absolutely free group is again finitely gener- 
ated. 
We observe first that if G is the free metabelian group on a and b and if 
n = gp(a, [a, b]), K = gp(a[a, b2], [a, b]), 
then 
H f3 K = gp([a, b], [a, b] a-x, [a, b] ~, [a, b] a-', [a, b] a'~ .... ); 
here, as usual, x u = y- lxy and [x, y] = x-ly-lxy. Thus H n K is a 
free abelian group of infinite rank and therefore not finitely generated. ~ 
So there is no straightforward analogue of Howson's theorem. The best 
we can do is to prove 
THEOREM 2. Let H and K be finitely generated subgroups of a free group 
G in the variety ~Y~. I f  
v(G)/-/n v(G)~ = v(~), 
then H ~ K is finitely generated. 
There is an interesting consequence of Theorem 2 which we will derive 
in Section 2: 
THEOREM 2'. Let ~ be a variety of metabelian groups and let G be a free 
~Ill-group. I f  H and K are finitely generated subgroups of G such that 
HG' ~ KG' = G', 
then H c3 K is finitely generated. 
It seems possible that if G is any metabelian group and H and K are 
finitely generated subgroups of G satisfying HG'n  KG'= G', then 
H ~ K is finitely generated. This is false, however; it is not difficult 
to construct a suitable example. 
For some other analogs of Howson's theorem see [14], [15], and [16]. 
0.3. A variety ~8 is said to be generated by a group G if ~ is the least 
variety containing G. If G is a k-generator group which generates ~8 and 
if F is a free ~-group of rank at least k, then it is easy to see that F is 
x This is a variation of an example suggested tome by Donald Solitar. 
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residually a subgroup of G; in particular F is residually a subgroup of a 
k-generator group. It is natural to ask then whether it follows that F is 
residually a k-generator group. In this connection Hanna Neumann has 
proposed the following problem (Problem 8 of [4]): 
1. Let U and ~ be varieties of groups. Assuming that U~ is gener- 
ated by a k-generator group, give conditions for a free group in 1I ~, of 
rank at least k, to be residually a k-generator group. 
Now ~l is generated by its two-generator groups, for every l ~ 1 
So Problem 1 reduces to Problem 9 of [4]: 
2. Prove that the non-cyclic free groups in ~[t are residually two- 
generator groups, for every l ~ 1. 
The third theorem that we shall prove here, in Section 3, solves Prob- 
lem 2 completely and partially settles Problem 1: 
THEOREM 3. Let U be any variety. Then the non-cyclic free groups in 
U~[ are residually free of rank two. 
When 1I ----- ~,  the variety of all groups, Theorem 3reduces to a result 
of B. Baumslag [5]; when U = ~X, it reduces to a theorem of Hanna 
Neumann [4]. 
The idea of the proof of Theorem 3 will be described in Section 3. 
It suffices here to remark that this proof provides a new proof that 1I~ 
is discriminated 2 by its two-generator f ee groups, independent of 
wreath products (cf. G. Baumslag, B. H, Neumann, Hanna Neumann, 
and Peter M. Neumann [6]). 
1. THE PROOFS OF THEOREM 1 AND THEOREM 1' 
1.1. Our first objective in this section is to prove the following some- 
what sharper version of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 1 #. Let F be an absolutely free group, let R be a normal 
subgroup of F and let U be a variety of groups. Let N/U(R) be a non-trivial 
normal subgroup of FlU(R) such that F/NR is infinite. Then N/U(R) 
is not finitely generated. 
See [6] for an explanation ofdiscrimination a d for a discussion of the content of 
Section 3. 
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1.2. The proof of Theorem 1 depends on the following simple 
LEMMA 1. Let F be a non-cyclic, absolutely free group; let 1I be a proper 
subvariety of the variety of all groups; and let U* be the variety of abelian 
groups in 1I. Let, further, R be a normal subgroup of F, and let N be a 
normal subgroup of F containing U(R) but not contained in U*(R). Then 
N (~ R :~ U*(R). 
PROOF : I f  N _~< R there is nothing to prove. Thus we suppose that there 
exists a e N, a~ R. Put 
E ---- gp(a, R). 
By Schreier's theorem E is free. E/R is a non-trivial cyclic group of order 
n say, where n ----- 0 (i.e., E/R infinite) is not excluded. This means that 
we can find a free set 
X1 ~ X2 ~ ... 
of generators of E such that 
Xln~ X 2 ~ ... 
all belong to R. This means that we can express a in the form 
a = xlkr(r e R), 
where k is a positive integer less than and prime to n i fn . O; i fn = O, 
k is simply a non-zero integer9 It follows immediately from the subgroup 
theorem for free groups that if n . 0 R is in fact freely generated by the 
elements 
Xl  n, X 2 , X l  1 XzX  1 , . . . ,  X~ - (n - l )  X2X~(n-1) ,  X 3 , X l  1 X3X 1 , . 9149 ; 
if n----0 R is freely generated by 
9 . . ,  X lXzX l  1, X2 ,  X l lX2X l ,  . . . ,  . . . ,  X lX3X~ 1, X3 ,X l lXzX l  ~ . . . .  
Now 
U*(R) = R'R m 
where R m is the group generated by the m-th powers of the elements of 
R and either m = 0 or m > 1. Therefore 
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since 
[a, x~] ~_ U*(R), 
[a, Xz] -~ x~kx~.lxa k 9 x2 mod U*(R). 
But as N is normal in F we have 
[a, x~] ~ N ~ R, [a, x2] ~- U*(R), 
and so the proof of Lemma 1 is complete. 
1.3. Before actually starting the proof of Theorem 1 # we would like 
to make clear our notation. Suppose that Xand Yare groups. Let B be the 
restricted irect product of as many copies of X as there are elements of 
Y: thus B is the set of all functions f from Y to X whose values f(y) are 
almost always 1 (y 6 Y), i.e., f(y) = 1 for all but finitely many y. The 
standard wreath product W = X d Y of X by Y is a splitting extension 
of B by Y, with the action of Y on B defined by 
yr~fy~(y) : f (yy~l )  (y, y~ ~ y, f~  B). 
The support a(f) of f is the set of those y a Y at which f takes on non- 
trivial values. 
We proceed now to the proof of Theorem 1 #. We put 
F = FlU(R), ~ = R/U(R), ~ = N/U(R). 
Suppose, to begin with, that N </~. It follows from [2] that there is a 
homomorphism ~0of/v into the standard wreath product W ~ R d F/R, 
which maps N non-trivially into the base group B of IV, and which 
induces an isomorphism from FIR to W/B. 
Suppose, if possible, that N is finitely generated; then Nq0 is finitely 
generated, say by bl,  b2 ..... bn, all of which lie in B. Let the support of 
bi be Si : then 
s~ws~u. . .us~. -O ,  
since N~ * 1. Now choose some b ~ N with b~0 . 1. Since the support 
of an element of B is finite, $1 u S~ U . , .  u Sn is also finite and so 
we can find f6  F such that 
ff((f~io) -1 bq) f~v) ~= $1 U $2""  U Sn. 
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This contradicts the normality of N~ and hence that of N, which means 
that the assumption that, N is finitely generated is invalid. 
We are left with the case that N :~/~. Let 1I* be the variety of all 
abelian groups in 1I. It is enough to prove that NU*(R) /U*(R)  is not 
finitely generated. 
By Lemma 1 we can find a ~ N A R, a ~. U*(R). Put ff ~ F/U*(R),  
~= R/U*(R) ,  ~= NU*(R) /U* (R)  and 6=aU*(R) .  Notice that 
, 1. It follows once again from [2] that there is a homomorphism 
of ff into W =/~ d FIR which induces an isomorphism of FIR to W/B 
and which maps a non-trivially into the base group B of W. 
Now if N is finitely generated, so is N% say by 
Let 
qbl , ..., tnb~ (ti e F/R, bi ~ B). 
T = gp(tl ..... tn), S = (r(bl) W . . .  U a(bn). 
Then it is clear that if u ~ 37q~  B, 
a(u) ~_ ST  = {st l s ~ S, t ~ T}. 
Clearly the elements of ST lie in only finitely many right cosets fT  of T 
in F/R,  say in C1 .... , Ck. 
Let us now fix our attention on some s* ~ a(~q0. Since ~ induces 
an isomorphism from F IR  to W/B and since T is of infinite index in 
F/R, we can find an element f6  ff such that 
where 
But this means that 
f~ = fb ( f  e F/R, b e B), 
sSf--1 ~ C 1 U . , .  U C k , 
(f~)-i a~f~, N~; 
this contradiction completes the proof of Theorem 1 #. 
1.4. Theorem 1 follows immediately from Theorem 1 #. In addition 
it is easy to see that Schreier's theorem follows also from Theorem 1 #. 
For suppose that F is an absolutely free group and that N is a non-trivial 
normal subgroup of F of infinite index. Put R = N and let lI be the 
variety of all abelian groups. Then, by Theorem 1 #, N/U(R)  is not 
finitely generated; hence neither is N. 
Another readily verified consequence of Theorem 1 # is the 
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COROLLARY 1. Let N be a normal subgroup of a free group of infinite 
rank in 1I ~, where neither 1I nor ~ is the variety consisting of the 
groups of order one. I f  N ~: 1, then N is not finitely generated. 
1.5. For free groups of infinite rank there is a rather stronger esult 
due to Peter M. Neumann. Corollary 1 can be deduced from it without 
much difficulty. 
THEOREM 1 ~ (Peter M. Neumann). Let 1[ be a variety of groups, 
G a free H-group of infinite rank, and N a normal subgroup of G which 
is not contained in the center. Then N is not finitely generated. 
PROOE. Suppose N is finitely generated, say 
N = gp(wl, . . . ,  w~), 
where wi = wi(xl ..... xk); here Xx .... , xk, xk+l is part of some free 
basis for G. Since N is normal in G, 
Xk l l  WiXk+ 1 = Wi $ ~ N; 
SO Wi* = Wi*(X 1 . . . . .  XIr Thus  
w~11 WiXk+ 1 W~ -1 = 1 
is a law in ~. Therefore 
W~12 WiXk+ 2 ~- Wi* * 
So x~-11 xk+2 centralizes N. However x~-ll xk+2 can be regarded as part 
of a free set of generators of G, which includes Xm ..... xk 9 Hence N is 
centralized by G itself. 
1.6. Before we can proceed with the proof of Theorem l' we need 
some further information about metabelian varieties. Thus we suppose 
that ~ is a metabelian variety which is neither locally polycydic nor 
~2. It follows from L. G. Kovacs and M. F. Newman [7] that ~ con- 
tains 
where 2~ is the variety of all abelian groups of exponent dividing p, 
for some prime p. Since any variety containing any infinite set of such 
varieties ~,Ip 9~ coincides with 22 (this follows easily, e.g., either from 
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Lemma 2.22 of [6] or from Lemma 2.2 of [8]), there is a maximum 
integer m such that 
~ 2,~ 91. 
We term m the index of ~1. For completeness we define the index of 
any polycyclic variety to be -- 1 and the index of 9I 2 to be 0. 
For our later use we denote by e~(G) the subgroup generated by the 
m-th powers of elements of G. 
The information we require is contained in the following 
PROPOSITION 1. Let  Y8 be a variety o f  metabel ian groups o f  index m > O. 
Then fo r  every f in i tely generated group G in ~, em(G') is f in i tely generated. 
The proof of Proposition 1 is not difficult. We assume that m > 1 
and consider the free ~8-group F of rank 3 freely generated by a, b, 
and c. 
Let us assume first that F'  is torsion-free. Then by Kovacs and New- 
man [7] if F'  is of finite rank (i.e., if there is a bound to the number of 
linearly independent elements of F'), then F'  is finitely generated. But 
this contradicts the fact that the index of ~ is m. So F'  is not of finite 
rank. It follows then that the conjugates 
[a, b], [a, b] c, [a, b] e2 . . . .  
of [a, b] are linearly independent. To see this suppose 
[a, blnl[a, b] ~ '  . . .  [a, b] ckn~ : 1. (1) 
Now, modulo e~F',  (I) can hold if and only if every ni is divisible by 
m, because modulo emF' the conjugates of [a, b] under the powers of 
c are independent (see, e.g., [2]). So (1) becomes 
([a, b]nxlm[a, b] cn~lm ""  [a, b]c~nklm) m : 1. 
But F'  is torsion-free. Hence 
[a, b]nl/m[a, b] ~n2/m . . .  [a, b] e~n~/m = 1. 
It follows inductively that every n~ is divisible by arbitrarily high powers 
of m; so n~ = 0 for i = 1 ..... k. This means that the conjugates of [a, b] 
by the powers of c are linearly independent. In other words [a, b] and c 
generate the wreath product of one infinite cyclic group by another, 
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and therefore ~ : ~2 ([6]). This contradicts our initial assumption. 
Hence F'  is not torsion-free. 
(We have, incidentally, proved: If ~ is a metabelian variety of index 
m :~ -- 1 which contains a non cyclic free group with torsion-free derived 
group, then ~ = ~2.) 
Let now T be the torsion-subgroup of F'. Then T is a fully invariant 
subgroup of F and hence F /T  is free in an allied variety ,~. Now (F/T)'  
F 'T /T  must be finitely generated; for otherwise, by the argument 
above, ~ : ~2, a contradiction. This means that 
F '=UXT 
where U is a finitely generated free abelian group (see, e.g., I. Kaplansky 
[9]). We propose to prove that emF' is finitely generated. Suppose this 
is false. By the main theorem of P. Hall [10], Tis itself a direct product of 
only finitely many p-groups, each of which is of finite exponent. We may 
assume therefore, without any loss of generality, that T is a p-group 
and hence that m = pl for some l ~ 1. Now consider the conjugates of 
[a, b] pz, modulo e~z+l(F'), by the powers of c. If they generate an infinite 
group, it is clear that modulo e~+l(F'), [a, b] and c generate the wreath 
product of a cyclic group of order pl+l and an infinite cycle. This means 
that 
> ~p~+l ~I, 
([6], p. 100), contradicting our assumption that ~ has indexp t. Therefore 
it follows that there exists an integer ~ 1 such that for any choice of 
element u ~ T, 
u cr ~ gp(u, u ~ ..... u~-~). (2) 
Let now G be any finitely generated group in ~. Then, by [7] again, G' 
modulo its torsion-subgroup v(G') is finitely generated. So 
G '= O • ~(G'). 
Suppose G is generated by al ,  a2 ..... an. Then G' is generated by 
the conjugates 
el en 
[a~, aj] ~1 ...~- 
where i, j lie between 1 and n and el ..... en can take on any integral 
values. Therefore mG' is generated by the elements 
[al, a~] real ...a,, 
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We shall work in G' modulo emQ. Remembering this, it follows from (2) 
that if Z is the ring of integers, then, for any i, j between 1 and n, 
e I B# 
gp([ai , a~] ~ ...a, I ej e Z)  
= gp([ai, aj] real ...a,_t an I ej e Z ( j  ~ n -- 1), en ~- O, 1, ..., r -- 1) 
81 en 
= gp([ai, a~] real ...a, [ e l ,  e2 ..... e,~ take on the values 0, 1 ..... r -- 1). 
So emG' is actually generated modulo emQ by not more than 
n 2 . r n 
elements. Hence e,~G' is finitely generated and so the proof of Proposi- 
tion 1 is complete. 
1.7. One part of Theorem 1' now follows readily. For suppose 
is a variety of metabelian groups which is not locally polycyclic. Let N 
be a normal subgroup of a finitely generated free group G in ~ such 
that 
G/G'N  is infinite. 
If ~8 ~- s~2 then N is not finitely generated. If ~ ~: ~I z, the index m 
of ~ is at least 2. Now, modulo emG', G is free in ~Im ~I. So if N is not 
contained in emG' then, by Theorem 1 again, N is not even finitely gen- 
erated modulo emG'. Finally, if N is contained in e,~G', N is finitely 
generated since every subgroup of a finitely generated abelian group is 
finitely generated. 
1.8. In order to complete the proof of Theorem 1' it is enough to 
prove the 
PROPOSITION 2. Let G be a finitely generated metabelian group and let N 
be a normal subgroup of  G such that 
G/NG' is finite. 
Then N is f initely generated. 
Proposition 2 depends on a simple 
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LEMMA 2. Let H be finitely generated metabelian group. I f  H /H '  
is finite, then H is polycyclic. 
PROOF: H '  is of  finite index in a finitely generated group. Hence H '  
is finitely generated. Since H '  is abelian the result follows immediately. 
Proceeding now with the proof of Proposition 2, suppose that G is 
generated by al ..... ak 9 Since N is of finite index in G modulo G', we 
can find positive integers nl ..... n~ and elements g~ ..... gk ~ G' such 
that 
aln~gl , ..., ak nk gk ~ N. 
Let M be the normal closure of the elements alnag I . . . . .  akn~g~. Then M 
is certainly contained in N. By Lemma 2, G/M is polycyclic. Hence N/M 
is polycyclic. So it is enough to prove that M is finitely generated. To see 
why M is finitely generated we consider the normal closure M,i of ainigi 
in G. The computation of Mr/is facilitated by making use of exponential 
notation. Thus if u is in the derived group of a metabelian group G, 
if Vx ..... vn are elements of G and if al .... , an are integers, we define 
u~176 = (u~ . . .  (u~ ~ . 
It is easy to prove that if r and s are positive integers and x, y ~ G, then 
[x r, yS] = [x, y]~, (3) 
where 
=x r - l+ . . .  +1 ,  a=yS-~q-  . . .  + 1. 
The proof of (3) depends on the well-known commutator formulae of P. 
Hall: 
[xy, z] = [x, zF [y, z], [x, yz] = [x, z] [x, y]Z; 
here x, y, z are elements of a group. By making use of (3) and these 
commutator formulae, it is not difficult to show that M~ is generated by 
a~n~g~ together with all elements of the form 
[a~, aj]" g~, 
where j ranges over the integers 1, 2, ..., k and a and fl are of the form 
a = (ai hi-1 + . . .  -k 1) al h . - .  ak z~, fl = (a s -- 1) al tl . . .  ak zk, 
with the l,i ranging over all possible integers. 
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It is clear that 
M : gp(M1 . . . . .  Me). 
Now M contains ainig~(n~ > 1) for i = 1 .... , k. Since G' is abelian this 
means that we will still get a set of generators for M if we restrict he li 
to range only over the integers 0, 1 ..... n i -  1 for each i = 1 ..... k. 
Thus M is certainly generated by not more than 
k q- ((k -- 1) q- (k -- 2) Jr " "  -k 1)n~n2 . . .  ne 
elements and hence is finitely generated. This completes the proof of 
Proposition 2 and with it the proof of Theorem 1'. 
2. THE PROOF OF THEOREMS 2 AND 2' 
2.1. Let H and K be finitely generated subgroups of a free group G, 
of rank k, in the variety ~I ~, and suppose that HV(G)  c5 KV(G) 
V(G). Let U be the free abelian group on Ul, ..., ue and let T be the 
free group in ~ freely generated by t l ,  ..., te 9 Let, further, W be the 
standard wreath product of U by T. Then by a theorem of W. Magnus 
[I1] the subgroup of G* of W generated by 
t lb l  , . . . ,  tkbe , 
where bi is in the base group B of W and is defined by 
b~(l) : u~, b~(t) : 1 (t ~ T, t * 1), 
is a free ~,I ~l-group, freely generated by the elements tlbl . . . . .  tkbk. 
We shall henceforth identify G with G*. 
Now 
W/B ~= T; 
so V(W)  <_ B; hence V(G) < B. 
Consider next an element x in 
BH N BK. 
Thus we can write 
x = ba = b'a'(b, b' ~ B, a ~ H, a' ~ K). 
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Therefore 
a a '-1 = b- lb  ~ ~ B. 
But now GB/B  ~- GIG (~ B is free in ~ on t lblB . . . . .  tkbkB. Hence 
if W(tlbl . . . .  , tkbk) ~ B, w(qbl  . . . . .  tkbk) ~ V(G) because G/V(G)  ~ YS. 
So 
• B < V(G). 
But G/G c~ B E $; therefore 
G n B >_ V(G). 
Putting the above two inequalities together gives us 
G n B = V(G). 
So (4) yields aa ' -1~ V(G) which means that 
a : (b - lb ' )a '~  V(G)K  ~ V(G)H : V(G): 
therefore x ~ B. In other words we have proved that 
BH N BK ---- B. (5) 
Let us suppose next that H and K are, respectively, generated by 
r l c  I . . . . .  rmC m and sldl . . . . .  sndn(ri , sl ~ T, cl , di ~ B). 
Let R = gp( r  I . . . . .  rm) , S = gp(sl . . . . .  Sn). So, by (5), 
R (~ S = I. (6) 
Let now 
A = O ' (C l )  k5  " ' "  t,.) ~y(Cm) , B = or (d1)  t j . . .  t,_) ~r(dn). 
I f  a ~ H n K, then by (5) again, a ~ B and therefore 
a(a) ~_ AR ~ BS. 
But it follows from the finiteness of A and B and (6) that 
[ AR  ~ BS  I < c~. 
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Therefore H c3 K lies in a finitely generated abelian group, namely, the 
subgroup of B generated by the elements 
t-lbit (t ~ AR r3 BS, i = 1, ..., k). 
Since every subgroup of a finitely generated abelian group is finitely 
generated, H (3 K is finitely generated, and the proof of Theorem 2 is 
complete. 
2.2. We proceed now to the proof of Theorem 2'. Thus we shall 
prove that if ~)/is a variety of metabelian groups, if G is a free 9J/-group 
and if H and K are finitely generated subgroups of G such that 
HG' c3 KG" = G', 
then H c3 K is finitely generated. 
We may suppose that G is finitely generated. Now if ~J~ is locally poly- 
cyclic, H (3 K is polycyclic and so finitely generated. If ~ = 912, then 
H c3 K is finitely generated by Theorem 2. So we may assume ~ is of 
index m > 1. Then G/e~G' is free in 91r~ 91 and so H n K is finitely 
generated modulo e~G' (by Theorem 2). But, by Proposition 1, e~G' 
is finitely generated. Therefore H c3 K is finitely generated and the 
proof of Theorem 2' is complete. 
3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
3.1. The idea of the proof of Theorem 3 is as foUows. We suppose 
that F is the free group in 1I 9I of rank k q- 1, freely generated by 
al .... , ak+l 9 It is enough to prove that, whenever k > 1, F is residually 
a free group in 1I 91 of rank k. With this in mind, let G be the subgroup 
of F generated by a l ,  ..., ak and let f6  F ( f .  1); notice that G is a free 
1I 91 group of rank k. I f f r  F', then it is an easy matter to find a homo- 
morphism of F onto G in which the image o f f  is non-trivial. Thus we 
may assume that f  6 F'. Now F' is a free group in li; choose, by Schreier's 
proof of the subgroup theorem for absolutely free groups (see e.g. [12], 
p. 36), a free set sl ,  s2 .... of generators of F'. The proof of Theorem 3 
then simply reduces to the following 
PROPOSITION 3. Let k > 1, let Sa,S2, ..., sn be a subset of the free gener- 
ators o fF '  and let q~ be the epimorphism o fF  to G defined by 
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a l~ ~- a l  , ..., a~99 = ak, ak+l~o = a~_lak/Za~_lO 9 7~ 0, f~ > 0). 
Then the in tegers  2 and# can so be chosen that  the e lements  s f f f  , s2q~ . . . . .  sn~ 
f ree ly  generate  a f ree  l I - subgroup o f  G'. 
It is easy now to find a homomorphism of F onto G which maps f 
non-trivially. The elements ~, se .... generate F ' ;  since fe  F ' ,  we can 
express it in terms of, say, Sx,  s2 . . . .  , Sn : 
f = f ( s l , . . . ,  sn). 
But, by Proposit ion 3, we can choose 2 and # so that Slq9 , s2( ~ . . . . .  sn~ 
freely generate a free l I -subgroup of G'. This implies that ~0 induces 
a monomorphism on the subgroup generated by s~, s2, ..., s,~ ; therefore 
fq~ = f ( s~,  ..., Sn~) * 1, 
as desired. 
3.2. We begin the proof  of  Proposition 3 by choosing the free set of 
generators of  F '  to be the non-unit elements of  the form 
s(e l  , e2 . . . . .  ek+l  ; i) = alela2 e~ . . .  aek~++l 1 aia~_~ +~ . . .  ag (ei+l~ . . .  a[e~ax ea, 
where the e~ can take on any integral values and i ~ 1, 2, ..., k. Notice 
that, if e~ is the last of  the er which is non-zero, then 
s (e l ,  e2, ..., ee+l ; i) * 1 if and only if i < j. 
When i ~ k, we shall often denote s (e l ,  ..., e~, 0; i) by s(e l  ..... e k ; i). 
Thus the non-unit elements s (e  I . . . .  , ek ; i) freely generate G'. 
The following lemmas describe explicitly the images under ~ (see Pro- 
position 3) of the free generators o fF '  in terms of  the free geerators of G'. 
3.3. First of  all we have 
LEMMA 3. I f  i < k -  1, then 
s(e l  . . . .  , ek+l ; i)cf = P1P2PaPaPs , 
where  
P1 = s(e l  . . . . .  ek_ 1 - -  1, e k ; k - -  1)  -1  ...  s (e l ,  . . . ,  ek-1 - 2, ek ; k - 1) -1, 
P~ = s(e i  . . . . .  ek - i  - -  ,~, ek -t- ~ek+l  ; k - -  l) s(e l ,  ..., ek-i -- Jt -~ 1, 
e k + flek+ 1 ; k - -  1) ... s(e~ ..... ek-1 -- 1, ek § ; k -- 1), 
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Pa ~ s(e2 . . . . .  ek -2  , ek + /zek+2 ; i ) ,  
P4 ~ s (e l  . . . . .  e~ + 1, ..., ek -2  - -  l ,  ek 4 - /~ek+l  ; k - -  1 ) -2  
9 .. s (e l ,  ..., e~ 4- 1 . . . .  , ek -1  - -  2, ek + ~uek+l ; k - -  1) -1, 
P5 ~ s(e2 , ..., e{ -}- 1, ..., ek -2  - -  2,  ek ; k - -  1) 
... s (e2 , . . . ,  e~ + 1 . . . . .  e}_2 - -  1, ek ; k - -  1). 
3.4. Next  we have 
LEMMA 4. S(e l  . . . . .  ek+l ; k - -  1)q~ --~ QIQ2Q3,  where  
Q2 = s (e l  . . . . .  ek_  2 - 1, e~ ; k - 1) -1 ... s (e  I . . . . .  ek_ 1 --  2, ek ; k - -  1)  -2 ,  
Qz = s (e l  . . . . .  ek -2  - 2, e~ 4-  f tek+ 2 ; k - 1), 
Q3 = s (e l  . . . . .  ek-2 - 2 4- 1, ek ; k - 1) ... s (ex ,  . . . ,  ek-1 ,  ek ; k - 1). 
3.5. F ina l ly  we have 
LEMMA 5. s (e l  . . . . .  ek+l ; k)tp ~---RIR2R3Ra, where  
R 1 = s (e  I , . . . ,  ek_  1 - -  1, e k ; k - -  1) -1 ... s (e l  . . . . .  ek -1  - -  2, ek ; k - -  1-) 1, 
R2 = s(e2 . . . . .  ek_  2 - -  2,  ek § trek+2 ; k - -  1) ... s (e2 ,  ..., ek-2  - -  1. 
ek 4-/zek+2 ; k -- 1), 
Ra = s (e l  . . . . .  ek-1 - -  1, ek +/~ek+l  4- 1 ; k - 1) - I  
9 .. s (e2 ,  ..., ek -1  - -  2, 
R a = s(e2 , ..., ek_ 1 -- 2, elc 
... s (e  1 , ..., ek_  1 - -  1, 
ek§  1; k - -  1) -2 , 
+ l ;k - -1 )  
ek+l ;  k - - l ) .  
3.6. The above three lemmas are easily proved by mak ing  use of  the 
" Schreier ewrit ing process," as described on pages 33-36 of  [12]. 
3.7. We need one further e lementary fact. 
LEMMA 6. 
and le t  
Le t  H be  the  f ree  U-group ,  f ree ly  generated  by  s(1), s(2) .... 
S = {Axs( i2 )B1 , . . .  , Ans( in )Bn} 
be a se t  o f  e lement  in H ,  where  the  A j ,  B j  a re  power -products  o f  the  gen-  
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erators s(1), s(2) . . . . .  Suppose that for each j = l, 2, ..., n, the generator 
s(i3) does not appear in either A~ or Bj or in any subsequent product 
Azs(iz)Bt (l > j). Then S can be included in a free system of generators 
of H. 
PROOF: For each j let 0~ be the automorphism of  H defined by 
s(k)Oj ---- s(k) if k * s(i~), s(ij)Oj = AT~s(ij)B) -a. 
Put 0 = 0102 .~ O n . Then it follows easily that 
(&s(#)B~)o = s(O, 
for j -~  1 ..... n. This proves the lemma. 
3.8. The proof  of Proposition 3 is essentially an analysis of  Lemmas 
3to5 .  
For the convenience of our later discussion let us term a generator 
s (e l  . . . . .  ek+l ; i) of  F '  of  type 1 if i < k -- 1 and ek+l 4: O, of  type 2 
if i ----- k and ek+l 4= 0, of  type 3 if i = k -- 1 and ek+ 1 4: 0, and of type 4 
if ek+l ~ 0 (and hence i _< k -- 1). It is clear that every generator of  F' 
is uniquely of  one such type. It is also useful for us to divide the gener- 
ators of  type 4 into two subtypes. Thus we shall say that a generator 
s(f~,-. . , fk ; i) is of subtype 1 if i < k -- 1 andfk  4= 0; all other type 4 
generators are classified to be of  subtype 2. 
Our aim now is to show that if 
S l  , . . . ,  S n 
are any n distinct generators of  F '  then we can find one of them, say s, 
such that, if 2 and # are chosen sufficiently large, then the image s~ of s 
contains a generator which appears once and only once in s~ and does 
not appear in any other sjq0. Consequently we can then apply Lemma 6 
and Proposition 3 follows. 
Assume, to begin with, that a type 1 generator appears among s~, ..., sn. 
For  comparison let 
s(el ..... ek+l ; i), s(el' .... , e~+~ ; i') 
be two distinct type 1 generators. Then either e~ * er' for some r or else 
i 4= i'. By Lemma 3 the only possible subtype 1 generators that appear 
in 
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s(el  . . . . .  ek+l ; i)qJ and s(el', .... e~+ 1 ; i')q~ 
are the "P3 terms,"  i.e., 
s (e l ,  .... ek_ l ,  ek +/zek+ 1 ," i) and s (e l ' , . . . ,  ek- l ' ,  ek'+ttek+l'  ; i ').  
Since both ek+x and e~+ 1 are  non-zero, we can, by choosing /z suffi- 
ciently large, ensure that e~-~ #ek+~ 9 0, e~'§  ~ 0, and also 
that 
s (e l ,  ..., ek-1 , e k -~- ~ek+ 1 ; i )  * s(e~', . . . ,  ek-l ' ,  ek' + ~e~+l ,' i '). 
This is obvious if i * i'. The other possibility is that er * er' for some r; 
if this occurs for some r < k -- 1, then again the above inequality is 
obvious. The only case that remains is that in which i = i' and er = er' 
for r= 1 ... . .  k - -  1. But now 
e~-}-~e~+l=ek '  +#es 
for arbitrarily large values of  # implies that 
e~ -- ek' =~(e~+l  - -  ek+l )  = O. 
This implies that ek = e~' and ek+x = e~+l, a contradiction. 
By Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 it follows that no subtype 1 generators 
appear in an image of a generator which is itself not of type 1 or type 4. 
Finally we observe that the image of a type 4 generator t is t itself and 
hence not comparable with the subtype 1 generator that crops up in the 
image of  a type 1 generator just as long as/~ is chosen sufficiently large. 
The upshot of these considerations i that if there is a type 1 generators 
occurring among s~, ..., sn, then by choosing (2 and)/~ sufficiently large 
we can ensure that there is a subtype 1 generator that occurs once and 
only once in s~ and not in any other s~.  
This argument allows us to assume that no type 1 generator occurs 
among Sl .. . . .  sn 9 I f  there are any type 2 generators that appear among 
Sa . . . . .  sn we proceed as follows. First we introduce for each i a "reverse 
lexicographic" ordering _< on the non-trivial generators of  the form 
s(el  ..... ek+l ; i). Thus we define 
s(el  . . . . .  ek+l ; i )  ~_~s(el', ..., e~+l ; i )  
if either s (e l ,  ..., ek+ 1 ; i) = s(el ' ,  ..., ek+ 1 '  ; i) or if for some j _> 2, 
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ek+l = es ..., ej = ej', e3_: < ej_: ; 
notice that < is a full order relation on such a set of (non-trivial) gen- 
erators "ending in i". 
Let now s(e 1 . . . . .  e/c+1 ;k )  be the biggest, in the ordering described 
above, type 2 generator appearing among the type 2 generators in the 
set Sx, ..., sn--since they all end in k they are comparable. By Lemma 5 
s (e : ,  ..., ek+: ; k)q) = R1R2R3R4,  
where the last (i.e., biggest) generator appearing in Ra is 
s(e: .... ek_: -- 1, ek -t- bee~+l + 1 ; k -- 1). 
We claim that if 2 and be are chosen suitably large then 
s(el  . . . . .  ek_: - -  1, ee + bee~+l -]- 1 ; k - -  1) 
appears once and only once among all the generators appearing in 
s:q~, ..., s, Av. To see this, suppose that s(el ' ,  .... es ; k) is another type 2 
generator among Sl, ..., sn. Then s(el ' ,  ..., e~+l ;k )  properly precedes 
s(e~ . . . . .  ek+: ;k) .  Now, by Lemma 5, 
.... 9 R 'R  'R  'R  ' s(el ' ,  e,~+:,k )q~= : 2 a 4, 
where the Ri' are to be interpreted in the obvious way. Clearly, by 
choosing be sufficiently large we can ensure that no generator in R1 and 
R:'  coincides with s(e l  . . . . .  ek_: - -  1, ek -t- beek+: -~- 1 ; k - -  1) (remem- 
ber that ek+l * 0) and similarly for the generators in R4 and R4'. More- 
over it is clear on inspection that s(e: . . . . .  ek-1 -- 1, ek q-bee~+:-~- 1;
k -- 1) is the latest generator appearing in R2 and R3 provided only that 
2 > 0 (which it is, by hypothesis). It follows that, by choosing 2 and be 
large enough, we can ensure that s(e:',  .... e~_: -- 1, ek' -4- #e~+: § 1; 
k -  1) is the latest generator appearing in R2' and R3'. Now, if be is 
suitably large, then it follows that 
s(e 1' . . . . .  e~_: -- 1, ek' + bees -t- 1 ; k -- 1) 
< s(el  ..... ek_: -- 1, ek A- beek+l -4- 1; k - 1). 
(7) 
For, if ek+i > e~+l, then, for suitably large be, 
ek' + bee~+l + 1 < ek + beek+l + 1. 
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I f  ek+l = es and ee' < ek, then again the same inequality holds. 
I f  ek+~ = e~+~ and ek = e~', then (7) follows immediately since 
s (e l  , ... , ek+ 1 ; k)  > s(e l '  , .... es 1 ; k). 
Thus we have seen that, if 2 and # are chosen large enough, s (e t ,  
.... ee-1 -- 1, e~ q-/ze~+l + 1; k -- l )  then appears once and only once 
among the images of type 2 generators. 
Consider now the images of type 3 generators. To this end let 
s(el ' ,  .... es ; k - -  1) be a type 3 generator. By Lemma 5, 
s(e~', .... e[~+~ ; k --  1)q0 = QI'Q2'Qa',  
say. The last " index" of  the generators appearing in Q,'  and Q3' is e, ' ;  
so it is clear that s(e~, ..., ek-1 - 1, ek § tzek+a + 1 ; k -- 1) does not 
coincide with any of these generators i f /z is chosen large enough. Now 
look at the Q2' term: 
Q2' = s(el '  . . . . .  e~_l - ;t, ek' + #e~+l ; k - 1). 
By now taking 2 large enough we can arrange that 
e~_~ -- 2 . ek_~ -- 1. 
This verifies our contention that, if ;t and # are chosen sufficiently large, 
then s(e~ .... , ek-1 -- 1, ek q- #ek+l + 1 ; k - 1) does not appear among 
the generators appearing in the images of type 3 generators. Since type 4 
generators are left fixed by q and since e~ q-/zek+x q-1 can be made 
arbitrarily large in magnitude, the same holds for the generators appear- 
ing in the images of type 4 generators. 
We are left now only with the possibility that no type 1 or type 2 
generators occur among Sx ..... sn. Let s(ea . . . . .  ek+ 1 ; k -- 1) be the 
smallest type 3 generator that appears among s~, ..., sn. By Lemma 4 
s(el  .... , ek+l ;k  -- 1)q0 = Q1Q~Qs.  
Here Q~ = s(el  ..... e~_l - 2, ek +/zek+l  ; k - 1). By choosing 2 and # 
large enough it is clear that s (e l ,  ..., ek-1 -- 2, ek +/zek+l  ; k -- 1) can 
be made to differ f rom any generator appearing in Q1 and Qa and also 
f rom the generators appearing in the image of any type 4 generator 
among sl .... , s,~. Furthermore, if s(et ' ,  .... e~+~ ; k --  1) is another type 
3 generator that appears among s~ .... .  sn, then, using again the obvious 
notation, by Lemma 4, 
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s(el'  , ..., e~+ 1 ;k  --  1)~0 = Q~'Q2'Q3'; 
it fol lows thence that s(el . . . . .  ek_ l -  2, ek + #ek+a;k -  1) can be 
made to differ from any generator appear ing in QI' and Qn' by once 
again choosing 2 and # large enough. Final ly,  we claim that, if ;t and/~ 
are once again chosen suitably large, then 
S(ex, ..., ek_ 1 --  2, e~ + beek+l ; k -- 1) 
< ,~(el', ..., e/~_l - -  /q., ek' + /Aes , k --  1). 
To see this observe that, i f  ek+l < e~+l, our claim can be realized by 
choosing # large. In the remaining cases the inequality is automatic.  
We have thus shown in the preceding paragaphs that, for a suitable 
choice of  2 and/z,  Lemma 6can  be applied. So the proo f  of Proposit ion 3
and hence also the proo f  of  Theorem 3 is complete. 
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